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The molting cycle of insects has long been used as a model system for studying

development. Studies on hormonal control mechanisms (Wyatt, 1972 ; Doane,

1973; Willis, 1974), pattern formation (Locke, 1967; Lawrence, 1973) and neuro-

nal development (Edwards, 1969) have effectively used the molting and meta-

morphic cycles of insects to add to our understanding of development. Two insect

species which have contributed greatly to this understanding are the blood-sucking

bug, Rhodnlus proli.vns (Wiggles worth, 1934), and the Cecropia silkmoth, Hyalo-

phora cccropia (AYilliams, 1946). One reason both of these insects are particularly

suited for studies of development is that their development can be controlled by
extrinsic environmental cues (Edwards, 1966) allowing them to be manipulated by
an experimenter. This paper introduces an approach to the study of cockroach

development using feeding (Kunkel, 19(>6) and regeneration (O'Farrell and Stock,

1953) as extrinsically controllable cues for regulating the development of cockroach

cultures. These cultures are used as sources of animals of specified developmental

age for experimentation (Kunkel, 1973, 1975; Kunkel and Lawler, 1974). In

particular this paper describes a structuring of the molting cycle of Blattclla gcr-

manica into two functionally and experimental! v separable phases, the intermolt

phase and the molt phase. I also describe some simple assays for landmark events

during the molting cycle and establish some limits of usefulness for the synchron-
ous cultures.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS

Culturing the German cockroach, Blattclla //cniianica. synchronously by con-

trolling feeding has been described previously ( Kunkel, 1966). All cultures in this

study \vere raised at 30 C in convection type incubators. A modification of the

basic procedure, which saved considerable time and effort, is to allow the B. c/cr-

manica larvae to go through the first two instars with continuous food availability

without storing them in between. Thereafter the larvae are stored at 15 C without

food after each ecdysis until the culture is ready to be refed.

The orange body color mutant, or, obtained from Dr. Mary Ross of Virginia

Polytechnic Institute, allows whole mounts of the epidermis to be made a practice

not practicable using strains with the melanised wild type cuticle. In the or strain,

the epidermal cells and developing cuticular structures of whole mounts can be

visualized using transmitted light and phase contrast microscopy. The Feulgen
reaction for DNA was routinely carried out on whole mount material fixed in

*>

Bouins fluid. The fourth instar was chosen for making a detailed temporal map of
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molting cycle processes because it is the last larval instar in B. gennanica in which

there is no significant sexual effect on instar length.

Tissue was fixed, embedded and sectioned for electron microscopy by techniques

described in Locke (1966). The tonicity and pll of the fixatives were adjusted
to 300 milliosmoles and pH 6.5 for B. gcrmanica tissue. Gross histological mor-

phology was studied in 1-2 micron sections of glutaraldehyde, osmium, ethyl gallate

fixed material embedded in ester wax (Wigglesworth, 1957).
The processes to be dealt with in this paper can best be defined in terms of their

assays. One group of processes can be called quantal events, in that they occur

instantaneously or at least quickly enough so that whenever an observation is made
on a sample of animals from a synchronous culture, they can be classified into two

subsets : the subset, A, in which the event has occurred and the complementary
subset. A', in which the event has not occurred. The proportion, A/ (A' + A), of

a sample of animals which has passed the event is plotted against time. The time,

T50 ,
\vhen 50 per cent of the culture has passed the event can be estimated graphic-

ally using probability paper or, more usefully, calculated by probit or logit analysis

(Finney, 1
C\S2) which also provide a standard error of the T 50 . The standard

error allows a decision to be made on the sequence of the events.

A more continuous process, epidermal cell proliferation, was monitored in two

ways. First, epidermal nuclear density (nuclei/unit area) was followed by pro-

jecting Feulgen-stained nuclei of the epidermal layer of whole mounts onto a

standard area of graph paper by means of a camera lucida, tracing the epidermal
nuclear outlines and computing nucU-ar density. Secondly, the spatial-temporal

relationship of mitoses was established using colchicine to collect all mitoses at

metaphase as they occurred. A preliminary study demonstrated that a dose of

0.02 /Ag/nig live weight (5 X 10" 5
M) causes mitoses to be arrested at metaphase for

the next 8 hours after which some chromosomal disintegration becomes evident.

With smaller doses bipolar mitoses start appearing before eight hours are up.

Higher doses cause substantial chromosomal disintegration before the eighth hour.

RESULTS

Descriptive synopsis oj the molting cycle events oj B. germanica
The spatial and temporal patterns of events in the abdominal sclerites of seg-

ments 2 to 5 are consistent with each other. Looking at any one segment gives a

good picture of what is happening in the others. Segments 6 and 7 have a super-
abundance of dermal glands in their tergite region (Roth and Stahl, 1956) which

makes them distinctly different from segments 2-5. Within each segment there is

considerable heterogeneity in mitotic behavior from area to area. Figure 1A gives
a perspective view of the intertergite-tergite of the fifth abdominal segment. The

intertergite is devoid of bristles and dermal glands whereas the tergite region, as

visualized in Figure IB, is pockmarked with evenly-spaced dermal glands and

bristles. The high density of organules [a term coined by Lawrence (1966) for

small organs such as dermal glands and bristles, which are formed of small groups
of cells] in the tergite region makes the analysis of the cell types and cell numbers

for the tergite difficult. The intertergite. however, is relatively simple ;
without the

large number of organules, the intertergite is made up of two stratified cell types :
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an apical layer of generalized epidermal cells responsible for secreting the cuticle,

and a basal layer of oenocytes, which are said to be terminally differentiated de-

rivatives of generalized epidermal cells (Wigglesworth, 1961).

Mitoses start appearing in the epidermis of the abdomen twenty-four hours after

feeding. The majority of mitoses which can be collected using colchicine during
this early phase of the molting cycle are found in the tergite region. They appear

singly or in groups of two and rarely in larger clusters. Figure 1C. They are

particularly abundant in the tergite region of segment 6 and 7. the area rich in

dermal glands and bristles. Figure 1C also illustrates another feature of these

early mitoses : they occur primarily basally, out of the plane of the generalized

epidermal cell nuclei in the plane of the relatively larger oenocyte nuclei. The
above characteristics identify these early cell divisions as organule type mitoses

(Wigglesworth, 1953; Lawrence, 1966). Another type of event occurring at this

early time in apical layers of both the tergite and intertergite is cell death ( Wiggles-

worth, 1942) as indicated by pycnotic nuclei and chromosomal debris, Figure IE.

These differentiative processes, organule mitoses and cell death, occur in a period
which will be called the intermolt phase. The molting phase is signaled by the

appearance of proliferative mitoses (cf. Holtzer, Weintraub, Mayne, and Mochan.

1972), mitoses which generate cells which will again produce general cuticle. These

mitoses are typified by being evenly distributed, rather than clustered, during
colchicine collection, Figure ID. They also typically occur in the apical plane

along with the non-mitotic generalized epidermal cells rather than toward the basal

plane of the oenocytes.

After mitoses in the epidermis are no longer seen, a molting space becomes

evident. This event called apolysis (Jenkin and Hinton, 1966), is easily seen in

whole mounts by looking at the posterior edge of the tergite and particularly at the

innervation of the thick walled chemoreceptor (Slifer, 1970) type bristles along this

border. In order to maintain innervation of old sensory bristles during the di-

gestion and resorption of the old cuticle, the distal processes of sensory neurons are

maintained within a protective articular sheath, Figures 2A, 3B, and 3D (Slifer,

1970). This protective sheath issues from the tip of the new bristle and must be

of considerable length since it must provide enough slack to allow the shaft of the

new bristle to grow out laterally in the molting space, Figures 2C, and 2D, and
still maintain innervation of the old bristle by the sensory distal processes. Ex-
trusion of these coiled sheaths into the molting space delineates the space. It is

not known whether apolysis itself occurs substantially before the appearance of

these coils. The coils are present for a time before any new bristle growth is evi-

dent.

While a new bristle shaft is forming in the molting space, Figures 2B-F. a new
cuticular sheath is forming about the distal processes in the center of the new
bristle shaft, Figure 3A, and extending down deep into the epidermis, Figure 3C.

providing a new slack sheath for bristle morphogenesis of the subsequent molting

cycle. The end of superficial bristle morphogenesis is preceded by the formation

of a ribbing of the bristle shaft seen in phase contrast of whole mounts, Figure 2D,

by the appearance of fibrous rods at the periphery of the trichogen cell in electron

micrographs. Figure 3A (Lawrence, 1966; Locke, 1966), and appearance of peri-

pheral densities in Osmium-ethyl gallate stained light microscope sections of bristle
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shafts, Figure 2F. The mature hristle shaft prior to ecdysis has a thick cuticle,

Figure 2E. During bristle morphogenesis the molting space is well formed, Figure
2F, over the entire epidermis with the exception of the muscle attachments, Figure
2G. The muscle attachments to the old cuticle persist while the old endocuticle

is being digested (Lai-Fook, 1
(

'(>7; Caveney, 1%9), but release when substantial

digestion of the old cuticle is completed, well before the actual time of ecdysis.

Quantalization of developmental processes

Someprocesses during the molting cycle are innately quantal as defined. How-
ever, some, such as bristle morphogenesis, must be artificially ([iiantalized by arbi-

trarily defining starting or end points which can be treated as quantal events. In

some cases such as epidermal proliferation, no satisfactory categorical decision can

be made about the beginning of proliferation since it begins in an area of the tergite

which is confused with organules. However, a definitive statement can be made
about whether proliferation has ended in a given animal. Below are listed a set

of operational definitions which can be conveniently applied in cockroaches to set

up a temporal map of events during the molting cycle. The first three definitions

are of phenomenological events which are important in the control of the molting

process and the remaining definitions are morphological events which can be easily

assayed in whole mounts or by superficial inspection.
The head critical period is the time in each animal after which the head is no

longer necessary to complete a molting cycle. Animals past the head critical period
will molt even though their head is ligated from their body.

The prothoracic critical period is the time in each animal after which the pro-

thorax, containing the prothoracic (ecdysial) gland, is no longer necessary to com-

plete a molting cycle. Similar to the above assay, animals past the prothoracic
critical period molt even with a ligature between the pro-and meso-thorax.

The regeneration critical period is the time in each animal after which if a leg
is autotomized, regeneration of the leg is postponed until the next molt (O'Farrell
and Stock, 1953).

Appearance of protein granules in the fat body is indicated by appearance of

Millon positive granules in fat body whole mounts at the resolution of the light

microscope.
The end of epidermal prolijcrative mitosis is the time in each animal in which

scanning of 2 entire feulgen-stained whole-mounted tergites and intertergites (10
4

cells). Figure 1A, shows no mitotic figures.

Nerve coil appearance in the molting space is the time in each animal after

which whole mounts of the epidermis show coils of distal processes of sensory
neurons in their cuticular sheath in the molting space. Figure 2A.

The beginning of bristle morphogenesis in the individual is taken as the time

after which protrusions from the bristle cells are seen in the molting space at the

posterior edge of tergal whole mounts observed under phase contrast. In Figure

mitoses, with oenocytes. o, generalized epidermal cells, e : d ) proliferative phase colchicine

mitoses; e) feulgen positive pycnotic nuclear debris, p; and f) an eight-hour colchicine collection

of mitoses during the proliferative phase. The calibration lines represent, in A, B, 100 /j., and
in C-E, 25 /j..
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FIGURE 2. Stages in apolysis and bristle replacement. A) Nerve coils appear farrows) at

apolysis. B) A protuberance, p, is the first sign of bristle morphogenesis. C) Slack nerve coil

is available during new bristle, n, growth, showing also trichogen, tr, and tormogen, to, cell

nuclei. D) In the terminal stage of new bristle elongation, the nerve coil maintains its con-

nection with the old bristle, o. E) The new bristle shows thick cuticle deposition. F) A
longitudinal section cut through the posterior edge of a tergite is shown from a stage equivalent
to D above with molting space, m, and undigested old endocuticle, e. G) Another section is

shown from the same animal as F above, but with muscle attachment, a. The calibration lines-

represent in A-E, 10 M, and in F, G, 50 /*.
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FIGURE 3. Ultrastructural relationships of nerve coils. Cuticular sheaths (arrows) sur-

round distal processes of sensory neurons. A) Trichogen cells, tr, secrete both the cuticle of

the bristle shaft and of the new sheath about the distal processes, with multivesicular bodies,

mv, and longitudinal fiber bundles, f. B) In the mature bristle shaft, s, the trichogen cell has

receded. The sensory distal processes inside their cuticular sheath remain. C) Deep within the

epidermis surrounded by an accessory cell, ac, a cuticular sheath provides a reservoir of sheath

for a subsequent molt. D) Although the sheath may serve as protection, destruction * of

neurotubules and loss of function may occur as ecdysis approaches (molting space, m). The
calibration lines represent in A-D, 0.5 /u.
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2A bristle morphogenesis by definition has not begun. Figures 2B-F are light

micrographs of whole mounts of tergites showing bristles in various stages of

morphogenesis.
The end of bristle morphogenesis in the individual has occurred when the new

bristle has assumed its final form and starts thickening the shaft cuticle. In Figure
21 ). bristle morphogenesis is nearing completion but shaft thickening has not begun.

Figure 2E shows a morphogenetically complete new bristle, folded in the molting

space of a tergite, with an obvious thickening of the shaft cuticle.

The release of epidermal muscle attachments to the old cuticle has occurred

when the old cuticle is loose and can be detached from the new cuticle at the

muscle attachments, Figure 2G. The assay for the event is to attempt removal

<if the mesonotal tergite; if the dorsal-ventral muscle attachments resist cuticle

separation, the event has not passed. Figure 2F shows a longitudinal cross section

of the hind edge of a tergite at a time close to the end of bristle morphogenesis as

in Figure 2D
; although a substantial molting space, is evident, the abdominal

dorsal-ventral muscle attachments in this same animal have not yet released, Figure
2G.

Ecdysis is a process taking 20 minutes at 29 C climaxing the molting cycle. It

begins with the swallowing of air to burst the old cuticle. This initial bursting
of the cuticle was taken as the operational definition of the event ecdysis.

TABLE I

Estimation of the T:,s of overlapping sets of quantal events and the standard deviation of departure

from perfect synchrony. Event alihreviations are the same us in Figure 4.

Set
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A map of quantal events

Since all events could not be assayed during any one experiment, overlapping
sets of events were assayed and a summary comparison was computed statistically

according to Finney (1952). Table I lists the six sets of events with their T 50 '8

and associated standard errors. The table also lists the standard deviation of the

distribution of the event in time within the culture; this measures the departure
of the event from perfect synchrony. The departure from perfect synchrony is a

limiting factor in the usefulness of these cultures in studying developmental phe-
omnena. The average departure from perfect synchrony computed from Table I

is about ten hours.

The overlapping sets of events listed in Table I are summarized diagrammatic-

ally in a temporal map, Figure 4. In this composite, events which could not be

distinguished in time at the 5 per cent level of significance are grouped within a

bracket. Thus the critical period for the head is indistinguishable in timing from

the critical period for regeneration. Although statistical simultaneity does not

mean absolute simultaneity, this close association of the two phenomena is sug-

gestive of causal relationships. Another group of events which are closely as-

sociated with one another are the critical period for the prothorax, the end of

epidermal mitoses and the appearance of nerve coils in the molting space. Since

the prothoracic glands are a source of ecdysone, this close association also has

possible causal significance. Besides pointing out groups of closely associated

events, the mapping technique is useful in estimating the times when a particular

event or process of interest is occurring with maximal frequency in a culture, for

instance the map states that bristle morphogenesis takes approximately ten hours

starting at 78 hours after feeding.

pgfb bmb bme mar

50 100 150

hours after feeding
FIGURE 4. Temporal map of quantal events during the fourth instar of Blattella germanica

raised at 30 C, showing : bmb, beginning of bristle morphogenesis ; bme, end of bristle mor-

phogenesis ; e, ecdysis ; emit, end of epidermal mitosis
; hep, head critical period ; mar, muscle

attachment release; nrns, nerve coils in the molting space; pgfb, protein granules in the fat

body; ptcp, prothoracic critical period; and rep, regeneration critical period.
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Epidermal cell proliferation

Since the beginning of proliferation of the epidermis could not be followed

adequately as a quantal event it was decided to follow the increase of cell number

quantitatively using the synchronous cultures. The intertergite region was used

because of its lack of large numbers of organules. Groups of ten animals were

fixed at various times after feeding, stained by the Feulgen reaction, and the

density of nuclei per unit area of intertergite measured by camera Inciila. Figure
5 shows the densities of generalized epidermal cell nuclei which were found at

various times. During the first 44 hours after feeding, the nuclei per unit area

declines approximately 10 per cent. This decrease in density could be accom-

plished by a combination of cell death, Figure 2E, and differentiation of epidermal
cells into organules. Since few organules exist in the intertergite region the ten

per cent decline has to he explained in terms of the observed cell death and perhaps
differentiation into oenocytes.

According to Figure 5, between 48-84 hours after feeding the epidermis doubles

its nuclear density. This apparent 36-hour proliferative phase in the intertergite

region is most likely an overestimate. The overestimation is an artifact of follow-

ing a rapid process in a less than perfectly synchronized (quasi-synchronized) cul-

ture of animals. The overestimate is indicated by some results obtained using
colchicine in a non-parametric approach to estimating the length of the proliferative

phase.

1.6,-

1.2
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Q
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0.4

20 40 60
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FIGURE 5. Density of generalized epidermal cell nuclei (nuclei/100 square microns) of

the abdominal intertergite region during the fourth instar of Blattclla gennanica. Ecdysis oc-

curred at a mean time of 130 hours after feeding. It was impossible to analyze samples after

86 hours of feeding due to shifting of the epidermis under the old cuticle. Since no colchicine

mitoses are collected after this time, it is assumed that cell density levels off by 86 hours.

Vertical bars represent one standard error on either side of the mean density for ten animals.
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Using colchicine to collect mitoses for 2, 4 or 8 hours, a number of examples
were obtained (2 animals out of 20 at the 8-hour collection) in which the eight

hour collection spanned the peak of proliferation of the intertergite region. In

these fortunate cases, Figure IF, the majority of the generalized epidermal cells

have undergone colchicine mitosis. Assuming that of the cells not in colchicine

mitosis in Figure IF, two-thirds had undergone mitosis prior to colchicine ad-

ministration and one-third had yet to divide at fixation time, this would suggest that

65 per cent of the generalized epidermal cells divided during the eight-hour collec-

tion. If a linear increase of cell number is assumed this would allow all the cells

to divide within about 12 hours. As will be shown subsequently, this is a rea-

sonable estimate of the time for epidermal mitosis to be completed. The incon-

sistency of the 36-hour parametric estimate of proliferation time with the 12-hour

non-parametric colchicine estimate points out a limitation of the use of these syn-
chronous cultures for studying developmental processes.

Effect of regeneration on events of the molting cycle

The process of leg-autotomy has an all-or-none effect on the molting cycle.

If the autotomy occurs before the critical period for regeneration, molting is delayed
in order to regenerate the limb (O'Farrell and Stock, 1953). This delay of the

molting cycle could be carried out in two different ways : either, the molting pro-
cess could be slowed down by putting more time between events or the events of the

molting phase could all be delayed jointly retaining their temporal spacing relative

to each other. Experiments were performed to test these two alternative possi-

bilities. If the molting cycle were simply slowed down by the regenerative pro-

cess, then the observed delay of events early in the molting phase would be minimal

while the delay in later events would be close to maximal. Six events were
chosen to be studied : the appearance of protein granules in the fat body, critical

period for regeneration, nerve coil appearance in the molting space, release of

muscle attachments, ecdysis, and the midpoint of intertergite epidermal prolifera-
tion. The estimated delay of each of these events due to autotomy of a meta-

thoracic leg is illustrated in Figure 6. All events studied associated with the

molting phase were delayed jointly rather than being spaced farther apart. The

appearance of protein granules in the fat body, Figure 6a, is not associated with

the molting phase and shows no significant delay. Since intertergite epidermal

proliferation, Figure 6c, was delayed by autotomy, it must be one of the first pro-
cesses of what I have defined as the molting phase. Since the map time (Fig. 4)

between the critical period for regeneration and the end of epidermal mitosis is

approximately 17 hours, the colchicine estimate of 12 hours for epidermal prolifera-
tion of the intertergite is a reasonable one. Proliferative mitoses start earlier

in the tergite region than in the intertergite and thus they probably begin about the

same time as the critical periods for the head and regeneration.

DISCUSSION

The present paper attempts to establish an approach to using synchronous
cockroach cultures in studying growth and development. In some systems growth
and development are inextricably intertwined. In insects, growth and development
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FIGURE 6. Delay of events due to leg regeneration. Delay was computed by subtracting the

the normal timing of an event in controls from the delayed timing of the event in animals with

a metathoracic leg autotomized at 40 hours after feeding (arrow). Events include: a)

protein granules in the fat body; b) regeneration critical period; c) midpoint of intertergite

cell proliferation; d) nerve coil appearance; e) muscle attachment release; and f) ecdysis.

Vertical lines on each bar indicate the standard error of the delay.

are closely linked with molting physiology. It is demonstrated above that the

differentiative and proliferative components of cockroach epidermal development
occtir in discrete phases. Differentiative processes such as the mitoses for new

organules and cell death occur during the intermolt phase while proliferative

mitoses occur during the early part of the molting phase (cf. Lawrence, 1966).

By using an extrinsic control, leg autotomy, one can delay the events of the molting

phase jointly and expand the time during which differentiation can occur. This

separation and modulation of differentiative vs. proliferative phases provides a sys-

tem for future testing and generalizing the concept of "quanta!" i's. "proliferative"
mitoses (Holtzer, Weintraub, Mayne and Mochan, 1972).

Although the differentiative divisions for bristles and dermal glands occur

during the intermolt phase, the visible expression of their differentiated state

awaits a morphogenetic period after proliferative mitoses have stopped. This

beginning of the visible expression of the differentiated state, the epicuticular

sculpturing of the new cuticle, is a molting phase phenomenon occurring after the

prothoracic glands have made their last essential contribution to the initiation

of molting.

The integrated growth and development of the cockroach involves both inter-

molt and molting phase phenomena but it is likely that intermolt phenomena control

the direction that growth takes. Cockroaches approximately double in weight from

instar to instar (Woodruff, 1938; Wigglesworth, 1972). This doubling of tissue

mass of the animal requires only a (2)
2/ : 1.49 fold increase in surface epidermal

cells. Despite the requirement for only a 1.49 increase, Figure 5 demonstrates

an approximate doubling of the generalized epidermal cell population during the

proliferative phase of epidermal cell division. This doubling is preceded by a

decline in generalized epidermal cell number during the intermolt phase, attribut-

able to both cell death and differentiation of epidermal cells into organules and

oenocytes. The net result is a 1.49 increase in surface area from stage to stage.
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It seems likely therefore that allometric and parametric growth of the cockroach

exoskeleton can he controlled by the patterns of differentiative events and cell

death that occur during the intermolt phase. This would allow a stereotyped re-

sponse of the epidermal cells to the molting signals during the molting phase. This

stereotyped response may include a proliferative division of every generalized

epidermal cell.

The usefulness of synchronous cultures of cockroaches in studying the molting

cycle has been demonstrated above as well as elsewhere (Kunkel and Lawler, 1974;

Kunkel, 1975). The temporal map of events obtained by applying probit analysis
to quantal data from synchronous cultures is useful in providing animals which
are about to undergo a developmental process of particular interest. The degree
of departure from absolute synchrony is a limiting factor in the types of approaches
which can be used to study developmental phenomena. For example while attempt-

ing to study the relatively short term phenomenon, epidermal proliferation, it was

shown that a misleading impression of the time for proliferation to be completed
was obtained by plotting the mean epidermal cell density of random samples from

the cultures against sampling time. A more accurate estimate of the twelve-hour

proliferation time was obtained by a technique (colchicine injection) designed to

measure the span of proliferation in individual animals. The synchronous culture

technique was most valuable in this instance as a means of providing large numbers

of animals undergoing epidermal proliferation. Obviously the greater the departure
from perfect synchrony and the shorter the proliferative phase, the more animals

one would have to inject to rind at least one animal in which the colchicine collec-

tion of mitoses spanned the peak of proliferation. Despite these limitations in

studying short term developmental processes, long term processes can be studied

using the conventional approach of plotting means against sampling time (rf.

Kunkel and Lawler, 1974).

The relationship of the critical periods for the head and prothorax to the

events of the molting phase in the temporal map of cockroach development confirms

similar phenomenology in other insects (Williams, 1948; Wigglesworth, 1952;

Locke, 1970; Truman and Riddiford, 1974). The brain critical period presumably

corresponds to the last time in the molting cycle at which a continued release of a

brain hormone is necessary to assure eventual ecdysis. The brain has been shown
to be responsible for the activation of the prothoracic glands in cockroaches (Gersh
and Sturzebecker, 1970). Likewise the prothoracic critical period corresponds to

the last time in the molting cycle that the prothoracic gland's product is secreted.

Although these two phenomenological events serve as reference points in the molt-

ing cycle it is not at all certain what the concentrations of brain hormone and

ecdysones are relative to these events, particularly since alternative sites of ecdysone
metabolism have been suggested and documented (Locke, 1969; \Yeir. 1970;

Nakanishi, Moriyama, Okauchi, Fujioka and Koreeda, 1972).

The close association of the regeneration critical period with the brain critical

period suggests that the mechanism by which regeneration delays the molting cycle

may be to delay the last brain function in initiating the molting cycle. This is

contrary to prior suggestions that metabolism of ecdysone by the regenerating
tissues was responsible for the delay (O'Farrell, Stock, Rae and Morgan, 1960;

Pohley, 1964).
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SUMMARY

1. A temporal map of events during the molting cycle of Blattclla gcnnanica
has heen established.

2. The molting cycle can be divided into two discrete phases, the intermolt and

the molting phase.
3. Molting phase events are delayed jointly when leg regeneration is induced.

4. Differentiative mitoses occur during the intermolt phase while proliferative

mitoses occur at the beginning of the molting phase.
5. The coordinate growth and development of the epidermis seems to be con-

trolled by a period of cell differentiation and death during the intermolt phase.
6. It is proposed that limb regeneration feeds back to delay molting by delaying

brain hormone secretion.
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